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How to Achieve Successful
IT Modernization
As IT environments
evolve, so do security
and modernization
strategies. And while
no “one-size-fitsall” modernization
solutions exist,
there are certainly ways to position
your organization for a successful
IT environment modernization plan
poised to meet business needs.
According to Ensono’s Oliver Presland,
for example, successfully laying out
your modernization plan begins with
asking yourself these three questions:
1. What specific benefits are we looking
to achieve?
2. What are our options?
3. How do we choose the right
path forward?
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Read on to learn more about what
should go into the thought process to
answer these three questions, and why
fully understanding the complexities
of your IT environment can position
you for effective modernization.
DevOps and modernization have
also become closely intertwined,
as Rocket Software’s Puneet Kohli
notes. Today’s customers demand
speed and functionality throughout
the modernization process—making
operationalization a key business goal to
keep up with. In the following pages, you’ll
also learn why adopting a communicative
DevOps strategy is the way forward.
Keelia Estrada Moeller, Senior Editor
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Operationalization and
DevOps in the Cloud Era
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Rocket Software’s Puneet Kohli on the culture of DevOps
and the evolution of cloud strategy
BY DAVA STE WAR T
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evOps is no longer just a practice limited to
software development. Instead, says Puneet
Kohli, vice president of engineering at Rocket
Software, it’s a culture. Compared to the “shrink-wrap”
days when software came on a shrink-wrapped CD,
DevOps is a much more far-reaching set of practices
related to operations that emerged from the evolution
of cloud computing.
Regardless of the type of development or the
industry, Kohli says, “You’re either operationalizing
your environments from the B2C or B2B perspective,
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because you have multiple organizations talking to each
other, sharing logistics and data.”

Cloud Evolution
That the evolution of the cloud should radically change how
DevOps works makes perfect sense when considered in
the context of modernization. Modernization touches on
the elements of operationalization, including infrastructure,
management, customer data and all of the other building
blocks of IT.

In some ways the shift to the cloud can
be compared to the shift from internal
combustion engines to electric vehicles
(EVs). Both types of vehicles perform
similar functions, but, under the hood, the
mechanical aspects are much different.
As a result the tools required to maintain
traditional cars are vastly different from
those necessary for EV maintenance.
Legacy applications offer a good example of
how intertwined DevOps and modernization
become. A legacy application, built 20-30
years ago offers an entirely different
experience to the user compared to a
modern application. It was built on a green
screen, is likely slow and can’t simply
be lifted and shifted to a more modern
interface. Yet, today’s customers expect
applications to meet their needs, including
the need for speedy loading and processing.

Not a Simple Upgrade
Kohli says that it’s not unusual for a CIO to
request a legacy application be modernized.
Those projects are big, leaving IT personnel
to wonder “How am I going to make this
leap?” As a result, they begin by doing
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smaller things like refactoring,
moving the application from an
old programming language to a
newer one like Java or Go. The
challenge, observes Kohli, is that
“they become really focused on that
core part of it but miss important
elements like testing the data or
testing the user experience.”
Too often, that scenario ends with
users being disappointed, the CIO
feeling like millions of dollars were
wasted, and the development team
going back to the drawing board to
start over.
“If you have elements of DevOps
already engaged, you can avoid
all of that,” says Kohli. “You have
a testing model, you have users
doing acceptance testing, you
have continuous integration or a
continuous delivery model where
end users can contribute feedback.”
He adds that developers can
even use real-world, anonymized
data to see how the modernized
application behaves.
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Choosing the Right
DevOps Tools
DevOps is the clear choice for building new apps, but it’s not
always the apparent and obvious answer when modernizing
legacy applications. At first glance, it may seem simpler
and faster to modernize using the piecemeal approach, but
given the likelihood of something not working, a DevOps
approach is the safer and more efficient path.
Kohli compares it to the adoption of agile practices. Early
on, people wanted to keep the 18-month cycle and thought
incremental changes would be too time consuming.
“Industries have already shown that you not only save time
and money, but you have higher quality software to deliver
using an incremental approach. But if you leverage DevOps
instead, it actually helps accelerate things because you can
pivot much more quickly.”
For example—when you drive an EV, and you need
maintenance, the tools and the maintenance technician
may come as a surprise. You may expect to go to a garage
and see wrenches and grease, but you’re much more likely
to see someone with a laptop and a USB. If you’re in charge
of modernizing a legacy application, you may immediately
begin working with the tools that were used to build the
app, even if you would use modern tools to build a mobile
app from the ground up.
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“When you’re working on these systems that weren’t
designed to work in the cloud environment, you have to
bring in extra knowledge and experience,” says Kohli. “If you
drop a legacy piece of software in someone’s lap, they’re
going to use the tools that appear to work on it rather than
using the tools that are made for more modern software.”
The problem is that those tools aren’t going to result in a
responsive product.

Automation Is Key
With the widespread adoption of DevOps across all sectors
and industries, and the operationalization of all levels of
business, from finance to data, how can a company rise
above their competition? Kohli says the magic ingredient
is automation.
“If you are continuously deploying into your environment,
can you actually automate your build scripts and do that
process even faster?”
In an older car, you likely need a key, which you insert into
an ignition, and you turn it to start the motor. In a modern
EV, you push a button. Most of the same things happen,
but they are automated. The driver has much less to do.
“They’ve taken that whole set of steps and compressed it
into that one button,” says Kohli. He says developers can
apply the same logic to their applications. “If you can take
those elements, and you can put them behind a button on

“Industries have already shown that you not only save
time and money, but you have higher quality software
to deliver using an incremental approach. But if you
leverage DevOps instead, it actually helps accelerate
things because you can pivot much more quickly.”
—Puneet Kohli, vice president of engineering, Rocket Software

your application, and you press it every morning, and your
build happens. It deployed and it gives you test results, well,
now you’ve taken all those steps and compressed them into
pushing one button.”

Real Data Matters
“A lot of times, when we are developing an application,
we’ll just generate some random data, ABCs and 123s, and
just put them in there, or we’ll come up with Jack, Henry
and John as names. That gets you past the initial testing,
what I call the happy day testing of your application,” Kohli
says. The problem is that using that made up data doesn’t
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give a true picture of how the application will behave once
it’s out in the world, leveraging actual customer data.
“We live in this world where applications are not just
regional, they’re global. Names are spelled differently
in different parts of the world and names are just one
example. Bringing real-world, anonymized data gives
developers complexity in their test environments,” says
Kohli. Data, he notes, “is hard.” And because it’s hard, it
often doesn’t get as much focus as it should. “But,” he
says, “it’s a no pain, no gain situation.” When you tackle the
difficult parts, you gain a tremendous market advantage.

3 Questions
to Ask and Answer
Before Launching
Your Modernization
Initiative

S
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Ensono’s Oliver Presland on how
to position your organization
to successfully modernize
its IT environments
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nterprise IT environments are
complex and ever-evolving with
no one, by-the book-approach
to modernization. Oliver Presland, vice
president, global consulting services
portfolio, Ensono, says the process
involves figuring out the measurable
outcomes the organization wants to
achieve and the optimum path and set
of changes required to deliver them.
“The process of modernizing and
optimizing IT environments presents
opportunities and challenges,” he
notes. “Attention to detail is essential,
because even an ultimately successful
implementation may also provide
a cautionary tale due to gaps in
planning and assumptions that lead
to unexpected outcomes. The one
certainty, though, is that to move
forward, you must start somewhere.”
With this in mind, Presland lays out
the details by posing three simple
questions, the answers to which will
help set a course for IT modernization
decision making.

Question 1:

What specific benefits are we
looking to achieve?
Presland identifies several direct benefits of
modernization and optimization but emphasizes the
opportunities that come with these efforts.
Speaking of business benefits, the one that people often
consider less directly with their technology systems is
the opportunity for revenue growth—to grow new lines
of business, offer new digital experiences that increase
sales, increase stickiness with clients, increase the value
offered to customers. "Particularly with the real legacy
applications, if you see a business opportunity, you may
be held back by that app. That's definitely one driver of
modernization," Presland adds.
Quantifying the business benefits is key to any
optimization or modernization investment business case.
Other outcomes Presland recommends are considering
business cases to address legacy skills shortages and
labor costs, faster delivery of new application functionality,
security improvement, risk reduction, data monetization,
improved application performance, cost avoidance
through decreased downtime and the benefits of
development agility to the business.
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Along those lines, Presland views straight forward
upgrades to mainframe and midrange systems as another
modernization opportunity.
"Considering that some of these older technologies may
not have been updated for a while, or may be long out
of support, risk reduction is a big, important benefit of
modernizing,” he adds. There also seems to be a pervading
sense that mainframe and midrange systems are inherently
secure. Although they are more securable than most
systems, these systems are not inherently secure unless
proper steps are taken to secure them.

Question 2:

What are our options?
If you're reading this, it's likely you either directly support
or maintain IBM systems, or you oversee an IT staff who
performs this work. Odds are you're intimately familiar with
the history of the IBM mainframe and/or the evolution of
IBM Power Systems servers, and you're well aware that
these solutions continue to adopt cutting-edge capabilities
and provide ever-greater computing power. Of course,
some organizations do migrate workload either partially or
fully from these systems, but you earn your livelihood on
these solutions, and you understand their unique value.

The options are many and varied, but you can narrow it
down by confirming your organization’s strategic view and
attitude toward both the platform as a whole and each
application workload running on it. Most organizations fall
into three potential categories as options: Maintain, invest
or migrate.

If you are in the maintain camp, the platform or application
is a key workhorse for the company, and are often
systems of record. You aren’t planning to invest in major
innovations, but you need the platform to run with high
performance, optimum capacity, security assurance and
as low of a cost as possible.

Design and generate forms and checks from
IBM i using data from existing spool files.
TLAForms is a modern, cost-effective
alternative to AFP.
Full Color
Condition data and output
Print to any Printer
Save as PDF, Automatically Email
No Programming!
One Low Cost

Design and print bar code labels directly
from the IBM i. Barcode400 integrates into
existing IBM i applications or print directly
from the desktop using IBM i data.
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Design and Print in Minutes
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Learn More!

"Once you determine that the platform
is absolutely critical, that it’s not going
anywhere, then it's about optimizing the
system and using modernization techniques,"
says Presland. If that’s the case, focus on
hitting business performance expectations,
managing capacity effectively and dealing
with growth and demand in a way that scales
appropriately and doesn’t drive up costs.
If your strategy is to maintain, you may wish to
consider getting closer with teams developing
new systems of engagement off the
mainframe. "I’ve seen this with two or three
clients in the past year," Presland elaborates.
"Their digital developers off the mainframe
platform create some great new customer
experience built on cloud native technologies
that relies on talking back to the mainframe
for key customer or supply chain data."
"In one case the team developed this new
cloud-based app. A big marketing campaign
went out—it was wildly successful. But
then suddenly, overnight, the mainframe
was creaking at the seams and driving
costs through the roof," he adds. “No one
had informed the folks on the back end.
No one told them, ‘Expect 200% growth
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because we’re about to drive the market wild with this
new offering.’”
If you’re committed to invest, then your software stack
is probably already up to date and your organization
considers the mainframe an equal player in the IT estate.

“To realize the business outcomes you wish to achieve,
you need to understand the proper costs of running
your applications and the license agreements that may
constrain your options for moving them forward,” he
says. “You need to pick apart the complexities.”
—Oliver Presland, vice president, global consulting services portfolio, Ensono

In this category, you will want to consider items such as:

›
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APIs fronting mainframe data to the rest of the
applications estate

›

DevOps tools and processes across mainframe and
other systems

›

Pervasive encryption deployment

›

Converting legacy code and data to eliminate skills
challenges

›

Enabling Java/Db2 development, Linux and
containers on Z

›

Advanced data analytics and AI
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New value is being driven and recognized from ongoing
investment in the platform.
Finally, your organization may be on the path to migrate.
Whether it’s driven by a CIO/CFO initiative to retire the
mainframe within five years, a plan to migrate selected
workloads off the platform to create headroom for the
largest CPU consuming apps or simply moving a system
of engagement to a public cloud platform for easier user
experience development and global distribution.
Do you consider an emulator on another platform but
carry forward the need for mainframe skills and emulator
software licenses to run the workload? Do you convert
the code and data to modern languages and databases
for which development skills are plentiful? Do you refactor
the code into proper syntax Java or C# so developers

can easily continue to develop new functionality? Do you
build a brand-new cloud native app to leapfrog the current
applications’ capabilities and then retire the existing
codebase? Do you focus on replicating data to public cloud
and exploiting it there with scalable on-demand analytics?

have a “hammer,” (or maybe a few hammers) to offer—but
are looking for a nail. You will benefit most from advice
that is independent of specific solutions, to ensure the
right decisions are made and the best outcome will
be achieved.

So much choice, cost and risk of making the wrong turn.
This brings us to our final question.

Crafting a thorough plan is critical prior to embarking on
a modernization project of any size. Presland stresses
that deploying a simple tool cataloging the technical
contents of your computing environment isn't sufficient.
He recommends companies conduct a formal assessment
conducted by an experienced service provider. In working
with a service provider, you should also obtain a proof of
concept ahead of the project launch. As Presland puts it:
“If a vendor tells you they can do something, make them
prove it.”

Question 3:

How do we choose the right
path forward?
With a clear view of the benefits you are trying to achieve
and their relative importance to the desired outcome, you
have a firm foundation on which to make decisions.
However, it’s seldom the case that the skills of an in-house
team include experience of the full art of the possible,
new technology options you might end up embracing,
or the reliable, scale modernization of millions of lines of
code and tens of databases. In short, get help and bring in
expertise to guide your team through the business case
development and potential technical paths forward.
Importantly, get that advice from experts that have more
than one solution to offer. Technology vendors always
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“To realize the business outcomes you wish to achieve,
you need to understand the proper costs of running
your applications and the license agreements that may
constrain your options for moving them forward,” he says.
"You need to pick apart the complexities.”
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